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LaserCam Takes on Bursitis
"I had bursitis in my right hip,"
says Carolyn, a retired college
athletic director. "It gave me
trouble every time I got up and it
would take a minute before my
hip would respond."
Traditional medicine offers very
little for patients with bursistis.
If ice doesn't help, antiinflammatory medications or
cortizone injections are often
prescribed.
"I tried a treatment called Prolotherapy," says Carolyn. "It
worked for a while but the treatments became less and less
effective as time went on."
When Carolyn began a new exercise program, she realized
how little strength she had in her hip. "One of the exercises
required that I lift my leg, while seated, and rotate it in
circles. My left leg was fine but when I went to lift my right
leg, I could not even get it off the floor." She mentioned this
to her doctor who recognized the relationship between the
nerves involved, the vertabrae, and believe it or not - the
teeth!
"My doctor found what he called an 'interference field'
associated with one of my teeth. The tooth had never
bothered me but he explained about interference fields. . .
sometimes symptoms are in a distant area."
An interference field, as described in Dr. Crosby's new book,
Beyond Pills, Knives and Needles, is a disturbance in the
body's energetic field. Areas of disturbance can cause local
or distant symptoms. In Carolyn's case, the problem was a
crowned molar.
This time, treatment was laser fast and non-invasive.
Carolyn's doctor had a new device called a LaserCam .
Treatment took ten seconds. "Immediately after the
treatment, I moved to the edge of my chair and easily lifted
my right leg off

the floor. I could even rotate it in circles. Another surprise
came when I went to get up. My hip responded perfectly."
Carolyn has had no symptoms since the second treatment.
According to Beyond, Pills, Knives and Needles, that is a
typical response when you find the primary interference
field.
Order a LaserCam

New Book about CAMS Technology
Beyond Pills, Knives and Needles by Dr.
Charles Crosby includes: A complete
description of the science that supports
CAMS technology ;The nature of
interference fields and how to locate them;
How to use any of the CAMS devices to treat
a variety of symptoms.
Order your copy today! $20.00

Ask Dr. Crosby
Is it true that each tooth has a relationship with
other parts of the body?
Yes. It's called the odontosomatic relationship. Dr. Robert
Kidd refers to it as the Dental-Acupuncture relationship.*
Each tooth is correlated to an acupuncture meridian and
to specific organs and tissues. Teeth can accurately
pinpoint (and cause) problems in the rest of the body. You
can read more in Dr. Kidds book .
*Kidd, Robert F., Neural therapy: Applied Neurophysiology and Other
Topics, pp 166-167.
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